
 

Building a Dog House 
 
If your pooch enjoys staying in the great outdoors, why not give Fido or Fifi a true home of his/her own? A dog  
house serves as protection from the elements – rain, wind and cold, as well as provides shade from the heat.  
But a word of caution: Leaving pets outside can expose them to all sorts of dangers, including prolonged exposure 
to extreme heat and cold, and insects that carry disease. While a dog house gives pets the opportunity  
to spend some time outside in a shelter of their own, there is no substitute for being indoors during potentially 
serious weather conditions, such as the dog days of summer. 
 
Here is our plan for constructing a dog house that will be the envy of every breed in the neighborhood. 
 
The more pre-planning and pre-approval the better. And be sure to check local codes and rules before you begin. 
 
With that said, here are some recommendations:  
1) Carefully plan the location - taking into consideration things  
like natural shading (to reduce heat) and water runoff (to  
prevent flooding). 
  
2) Make a drawing to work from. This blueprint of sorts 
should also include the number and position of framing 
members. As rough as it may be, this sketch will serve as  
a helpful planning tool and shopping list.  
 
Pre-Construction Pointers 
Pre-construction pointers: (1) style the dog house to mirror 
your home's basic look and design, and (2) overbuy 
quantities of the materials you think you'll need by at least 
10 percent. If you don't, inevitably you'll be making return 
trips mid-project. 
 
How Big? 
A good and typical size for a dog house is 4-foot by 4-foot. It 
also makes dividing standard lumber and panels into equal 
pieces (without waste) real easy. Obviously, a real tiny dog 
or massive hound may require scaling up or down - but 4x4 
will suit most dogs just fine. 
 
Step 1. Build the Foundation 
For all framing, pressure treated lumber should be used to 
resist moisture damage and insects. The 48-inch square 
floor structure needs two cross support joists at 16-inch 
intervals. It should be both level and elevated above ground 
at least 2 inches on bricks or concrete blocks and can be 
erected over a same-size concrete pad if you so wish. The 
actual decking should be of 1/2-inch plywood. 
 

Continued on reverse 
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2. Assemble the Walls 
For the four walls, 2x2 framing can be used without problems - again pressured treated. Overall height and the 
entrance opening should be scaled to your specific pooch, allowing plenty of clearance for comfort. 
 
All four walls should be assembled separately using galvanized L-brackets, construction screws and/or nails. (At 
this point and from now on, the help of a second person makes assembly much easier to manage.) Fasten the four 
pre-assembled wall sections to the plywood-covered floor frame with screws (preferred) and/or nails. Tie the four 
wall frames to each other with more brackets, screws and nails. 

 
Step 3. Build the Roof 

Checklist 
 
Materials: 
 
  Treated lumber: 
  Floor: 2x4 or 2x6 
  Walls: 2x2 or 2x4 
  Plywood paneling: 
  Floor: 1/2-inch 
  Walls and Roof: 3/8-inch 
  Shingles or roofing material, cement, nails 
  Galvanized L-brackets, construction 

screws and/or nails 
  Trim and molding lumber 
  Bricks or concrete blocks (and concrete 

mix, if desired) 
  Caulking, primer and paint 
 
Tools: 
 
  Tape measure  
  Saws (both power and hand) 
  Hammer 
  Screwdriver 
  Level 
  Caulking gun 
  Painting equipment 

The roof is the most difficult part. We suggest designing the pitch 
and gable "look" to more or less parallel that of your home (the 
"people" house). Make one roof joist "V" and use it as a template for 
the remaining two. Include some roof overhang (2- to 4-inches per 
side) for water runoff and carefully measure and mark the "notches" 
where roof joists cross and rest atop the wall framing. 
 
After the three joists are constructed - which is all you should need 
versus four used in the floor (to support your dog's weight) - they 
should be tied together with a cross-member "spine" running below 
the peak to maintain equal spacing and notches attached to the wall 
framing with screws and/or nails. 
 
Step 4. Cover the Walls and Roof 
Once the framework is complete, cover the four sidewalls and roof 
sections with 3/8-inch plywood. Always measure carefully before 
cutting your panels and - for the two tricky "triangle" end gable roof 
cuts - save yourself a big measuring and planning headache by 
simply making a paper or cardboard template with a perfect fit first. 
Then transfer its shape to your wood. 
 
If your pooch says, "Roof," he’s probably reminding you to use 
shingles or roofing that matches your home. Remember, lighter 
colors also draw less solar heat (for your home and theirs). You can 
learn basic roof application techniques by asking a few questions at 
the hardware store. 
 

Step 5. Add Some Amenities 
As for amenities, finishing touches can be as Spartan or lavish as you wish. We suggest adding wood trim around 
the entrance and painting the dog house to match that of your own. Inside, a few strategically-placed drain holes 
are a good idea – both for inclement weather and occasional “accidents.” 
 
Step 6. Add Ventilation 
Good ventilation up near the roof is a must as well. If joints are tight – create a way for rising heat to escape freely. 
We’ve even seen small operative windows, artifical turf carpeting and even a “porch” light. It’s your call! 
 
Fido is the Roman word for “loyal friend.” During the “Dog days of summer,” a dog house is their friend (and 
protector too!) 
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